In this paper I re-examine the COMPAS recidivism score and criminal history data collected by ProPublica in 2016, which has fueled intense debate and research in the nascent field of 'algorithmic fairness' or 'fair machine learning' over the past three years. ProPublica's COMPAS data is used in an ever-increasing number of studies to test various definitions and methodologies of algorithmic fairness. This paper takes a closer look at the actual datasets put together by ProPublica. In particular, I examine the distribution of defendants across COMPAS screening dates and find that ProPublica made an important data processing mistake when it created some of the key datasets most often used by other researchers. Specifically, the datasets built to study the likelihood of recidivism within two years of the original COMPAS screening date. As I show in this paper, ProPublica made a mistake implementing the two-year sample cutoff rule for recidivists in such datasets (whereas it implemented an appropriate two-year sample cutoff rule for non-recidivists). As a result, ProPublica incorrectly kept a disproportionate share of recidivists. This data processing mistake leads to biased two-year recidivism datasets, with artificially high recidivism rates. This also affects the positive and negative predictive values. On the other hand, this data processing mistake does not impact some of the key statistical measures highlighted by ProPublica and other researchers, such as the false positive and false negative rates, nor the overall accuracy.
Introduction
Due to the rise in data collection and its use, as well as the accompanying development of more predictive and complex machine learning models, and the still nascent field of artificial intelligence, the past several years has seen a marked spike in interest and research regarding what is now often referred to as "algorithmic fairness" or "fair machine learning." (See Corbett-Davies and Goel, 2018; Cowgill and E. Tucker, 2019; Kleinberg et al., 2018) 2 One notable event in the chronological development of this field, which helped propel the interest and research into algorithmic fairness, was the groundbreaking investigative journalism work of ProPublica on the COMPAS recidivism risk score , which is sometimes used to aide various decisions in the judicial system.
3 In 2016, a team of investigative journalist from ProPublica constructed a dataset of defendants from Broward County, FL, who had been arrested in 2013 or 2014 and assessed with the COMPAS screening system. ProPublica then collected data on future arrests for these defendants through the end of March 2016, in order to study how the COMPAS score predicted recidivism.
Based on its analysis, focusing on one set of predictive metrics, ProPublica concluded that the COMPAS risk score was biased against African-Americans. The company that developed the COMPAS risk scoring system, Northpointe, focusing on a different predictive metric, defended the model as unbiased (Dieterich et al., 2016) . This sparked intense debate and research on the various possible definitions of fairness. Some of this work has been primarily conceptual. For example, the theoretical work showing the impossibility of simultaneously attaining some of the more popular fairness goals (Chouldechova, 2016; Kleinberg et al., 2018 ).
ProPublica's investigation was groundbreaking, since it used public records requests to obtain COMPAS scores and dates and personal information on a group of defendants, as well as prison and jail information for them, and was able to match and merge these disparate data sources. Moreover, perhaps for full transparency and following best practices for reproducibility, ProPublica made the dataset it collected available to the public. As a result, the ProPublica COMPAS data has become one of the key benchmarking datasets with which a growing number of researchers have tested novel algorithmic fairness definitions. Indeed, it has become perhaps the most widely used dataset in the field of algorithmic fairness (Bilal Zafar et al., 2016 Chouldechova, 2016; Corbett-Davies and Goel, 2018; Corbett-Davies et al., 2017; Cowgill, 2018; Flores et al., 2016; Rudin et al., 2018) . While ProPublica's COMPAS data is used in an ever-increasing number of studies to test various definitions and methodologies of algorithmic fairness, researchers have taken the data as is to test their methodologies, but do not appear to have examined closely the data itself for data processing issues.
4 This paper, instead of testing a novel fairness definition or procedure, takes a closer look at the actual datasets put together by ProPublica. In particular, I examine the distribution of defendants across COMPAS screening dates and find that ProPublica made an important data processing mistake creating some of the key datasets most often used by other researchers. Specifically, the datasets built to study the likelihood of recidivism within two years of the original offense and COMPAS screening date.
ProPublica made a mistake implementing the two-year sample cutoff rule for recidivists in the two-year recidivism datasets (whereas it implemented an appropriate two-year sample cutoff rule for non-recidivists). As a result, ProPublica incorrectly kept a disproportionate share of recidivists in such datasets. This data processing mistake leads to biased two-year recidivism datasets, with artificially high recidivism rates. To my knowledge, this is the first paper to highlight this key data processing mistake.
To construct these datasets, ProPublica presumably wanted to keep people observed for at least two years at the end of the time window for which ProPublica collected criminal history data, on April 1, 2016. Therefore, we should not have expected to see anybody in the two-year datasets with COMPAS screening (or arrest) dates after 4/1/2014 (i.e. less than two years prior to the data collection). However, as we will see below, there are many people in ProPublica's two-year recidivism datasets who do indeed have a COMPAS screening (or arrest) date after this cutoff, all the way through December 31, 2014 , the end date of the original database.
Taking a closer look at the data, I find that ProPublica dropped non-recidivists with COMPAS screening dates post 4/1/2014. However, it kept people with COMPAS screening dates after 4/1/2014 if they recidivated. ProPublica's data processing logic that created the two-year recidivism datasets is as follows: keep a person if they are observed for at least two years OR keep a person if they recidivate within two years. This leads to the issue noted above. Unfortunately, this results in a biased sample dataset.
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As I show in this paper, the bias in the two-year dataset is clear, there are a disproportionate number of recidivists. This fundamental problem in the dataset construction affects some statistics more than others. It obviously has a substantial impact on the total number of recidivists, and hence, the relative share or rate of recidivism. In particular, it artificially inflates the prevalence of recidivism. Which also affects the positive predictive value (PPV) or precision, and the negative predictive value (NPV). On the other hand, it has relatively little impact on several other key statistics, such as accuracy, the false positive rate (FPR), and the false negative rate (FNR).
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Most of the algorithmic fairness research using ProPublica's COMPAS data has focused on some of the latter prediction metrics, which happen to be less impacted by the data processing error highlighted here.
(Although the utility of focusing on those particular prediction metrics has been called into question; see Corbett-Davies and Goel (2018)) 7 Nevertheless, as I examine below, various authors have produced numerous Figures and Tables with clearly biased numbers, especially regarding the recidivism rate.
In the remainder of this paper, I examine in detail the data processing issue just highlighted, as well as an anomaly in the original COMPAS scores data obtained by ProPublica. I then construct a new dataset that drops all the people whose COMPAS screening date occurs after 4/1/2014, thus implementing a more appropriate sample cutoff for all people for the two year recidivism analysis. I then replicate some of the key numbers, figures, and tables using this new "corrected" dataset, and show how they differ from the results obtained with the biased two-year recidivism sample dataset created by ProPublica, and widely used in the literature.
used by other researchers. ProPublica's two year datasets have some important problems. Which is actually the topic of my research.
I primarily use two of the .csv files that ProPublica created. These were named by ProPublica as "compasscores.csv" and "compas-scores-two-years.csv". The first file contains the full dataset (of pretrial defendants that ProPublica obtained from the Broward County Sheriff's Office). That file contains 11,757 people.
10 This total is trimmed down by ProPublica to 10,331 people (I discuss the trimming done by ProPublica in the Appendix).
The second file I use is a file that ProPublica created for the purpose of studying two-year general recidivism. (I use the term general to distinguish it from the smaller subset of violent recidivism. General recidivism includes both violent and non-violent offenses. I focus on the general recidivism two-year dataset in this paper, but the two-year violent recidivism data created by ProPublica has the same data processing issue)
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This file contains, in theory, a subset of people who are observed for at least two years. And it tags people who recidivated withing two years as having a two_year_recid flag turned on. This file contains 7,214 people.
ProPublica's Data Processing Mistake

Inconsistent Application of the Two-Year Cutoff
The approximately three thousand people dropped from the full dataset to generate the two-year recidivism dataset are dropped because they are not observed for at least two years (outside prison) or do not recidivate within two years.
To construct the two-year recidivism datasets, 12 ProPublica presumably wanted to keep people observed for at least two years at the end of the time window for which ProPublica collected criminal history data, on April 1, 2016. As mentioned in the introduction, we should not have expected, therefore, to see anybody in the two-year datasets with COMPAS screening (or arrest) dates after 4/1/2014 (i.e. less than two years prior to ProPubica's data collection). However, as I show here, there are many people in the data who do indeed have a COMPAS screening (or arrest) date after this cutoff, all the way through the December 31, 2014, which is the end date of the full database.
COMPAS screen date figures
Here I graph the number of cases or arrests by COMPAS screening date, and I draw a vertical red line at April 1, 2014. (This is the point in time after which we should not have seen any people entering the two-year recidivism datasets, as just explained) For this and the subsequent histograms of COMPAS screening dates, I use 7-day (i.e. week-long) bins.
10 This file does not contain some key information in other datasets. Such as any prison time served for the original crime if convicted. Which is necessary to calculate whether the person was free for at least two years. And thus, it does not have a flag for two year recidivism.
11 ProPublica did not actually make the two-year violent recidivism csv file it uses for its key analysis available. But it can be easily reconstructed. The more reduced two-year violent recidivism csv file it did make available, which it uses only in certain parts of its analyses, has the further problem that it drops people who are non-violent recidivists.
12 ProPublica also constructed two-year violent recidivism dataset(s). Other than the very noticeable drop in COMPAS screen dates in mid-2013, this graph appears reasonable.
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The dates where the mid-2013 drop occurs are in June and July 2013. It is not clear why there is such a drop in COMPAS cases during these two months. But I do not address this issue in my current research. (To the the extent this is a problem, it appears to be a problem with the original dataset that ProPublica received from Broward County, since it is also evident in the "raw-scores" dataset. So it does not appear to be a data processing issue by ProPublica. Thus, is not clear what can be done about this)
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13 Also noticeable is the higher number of COMPAS screen dates in the first half of 2013. 14 I did check whether the relatively few people with COMPAS screen dates during those two months looked different in various dimensions, but they did not. (Except they did have somewhat longer time between the arrest date and COMPAS screen date, with a mean of 3.3, compared to 0.6 for the rest of the data. Here, in ProPublica's two-year general recidivism dataset, we begin to see ProPublica's data processing problem. In this two year general recidivism dataset we should not have expected to have any records with COMPAS screen dates after 4/1/14. Since ProPublica collected criminal history data through the end of March 2016. So for someone to have at least two years of exposure post initial arrest, the two year recidivism dataset should have only contained people with COMPAS screen dates prior to 4/1/2014. This date is indicated by the red vertical line. However, we clearly see that while the number of people drops substantially after 4/1/2014, there are still non-trivial numbers of people after that date. This is because, as mentioned above, there was an error in ProPublica's data processing used to create the two year recidivism datasets.
To create the two year dataset, ProPublica used the following logic. You either had your compas screen date at least two years prior to ProPublica's data collection time. So two years prior to the end of March 2016 (net of any jail and prison time). Or you could be in the data for less than two years, if you recidivated. Unfortunately, for the latter ProPublica did not use the cutoff of 4/1/2014 for the COMPAS screen date. So this creates an unbalanced dataset with too many recidivists. This is shown more clearly in the Figures below.
To see more clearly the data processing mistake, I now take a look at these COMPAS screen dates separately for recidivists and non-recidivists. 15 I show first ProPublica's full data, and then ProPublica's two-year recidivism dataset. For ease of comparison, I do this for the overall or any recidivism variable (i.e. the "is_recid" variable in ProPublica's dataset; instead of the "two_year_recid" variable).
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15 I do this by overall or any recidivism (i.e. the "is_recid" variable in ProPublica's datasets), not two year recidivism, since the full dataset does not have two year recidivism flag. 16 As we see in the Recidivism Rates Section below, there are 220 people who have the general "is_recid" flag turned on, but not the "two_year_recid" flag. These are people who recidivated, but did so after more than two years after the original Indeed, in the Tables below we see that the two-year recidivism dataset has almost exactly the same number of people who recidivate at any point in time, as the full data does, 3,471 vs. 3,473. ProPublica's data processing logic that created the two-year recidivism datasets is as follows: keep a person if they are "observed" for at least two years outside of jail/prison OR keep a person if they recidivate within two years.
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ProPublica should have dropped from the two year recidivism dataset any people with COMPAS screen dates post 4/1/2014. But it kept people after that date if they recidivated. Unfortunately, this results in a biased sample dataset.
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Here, I construct a corrected version of the two-year recidivism dataset where I drop all people with a COMPAS screen date after April 1, 2014, including recidivists. In this corrected dataset, I end up with the same number of non-recidivists as in the ProPublica two-year dataset, but I have substantially fewer recidivists. To avoid right-censoring, one should even implement an earlier date sample cutoff. Since people just before the April 1, 2014 cutoff with jail/prison stints will not have two years of exposure net of prison time.
20 But I will use April 1, 2014 here for simplicity. If we look at the COMPAS screening dates for this corrected 17 The difference of two people is because these 2 people have score_text = "N/A", which ProPublica drops from the two-year recidivism dataset.
18 ProPublica obtained criminal history information from the Broward County Clerk's Office website, and jail records from the Broward County Sheriff's Office, as well as public incarceration records from the Florida Department of Corrections website. I am not sure what happens if someone from their sample moves away from Florida after the COMPAS screen date. In particular, it is not clear whether they would show up in their data again if they commit a crime in a different state. I also do not know what happens if any of the people in their sample become deceased. There could be some sample attrition.
19 It is not clear whether ProPublica intended to actually process the data this way, in which case it is a conceptual mistake, or whether they did not intend to use this faulty logic, in which case it is a data processing mistake. In either case, it leads to the same biased sample dataset. 20 In the Appendix, I explore this and find the best sample cutoff that still preserves the most data is around February 1, 2014. 
Recidivism Rates
Here I will focus on the two year recidivism variable. The COMPAS screen date Figures above, split by recidivism status, were done using the overall or any recidivism variable "is_recid", not the "two_year_recid" variable, for comparison purposes to the full data. As we see here, there are 220 more people with is_recid=1 than two_year_recid=1. These are people who recidivated, but did so after more than two years after the original COMPAS screen date (but before the end date of ProPublica criminal history data window at the end of March 2016).
These 220 people represent a 0.06 share of the 3471 people who recidivate in total. These 220 people, by definition, all have COMPAS dates before April 2014. So if I had done the COMPAS screen date by recidivism status Figures for the two-year ProPublica dataset using the two_year_recid variable instead, the two_year_recid = 0 graph would also show no people after April 2014. And also by definition, all the people 21 Again, for comparison to the full data Figures displayed earlier, I do this for the overall or any recidivism variable (i.e. the "is_recid" variable in ProPublica's dataset; instead of the "two_year_recid" variable). As noted above, there are 220 people who have the general "is_recid" flag turned on, but not the "two_year_recid" flag; see the Recidivism Rates Section below. These people, by definition, all have COMPAS screen dates before April 2014. Either way, the bias in ProPublica's two-year recidivism datasets is clear: there is a disproportionate number of recidivists. This fundamental problem in the dataset construction affects some statistics more than others. It obviously has a substantial impact on the total number of recidivists, and hence, the relative share or rate of recidivism. In particular, it artificially inflates the prevalence of recidivism. From these Tables we see that two year recidivism is 0.45 in ProPublica's two year data. 22 We also see that since ProPublica kept recidivists (but did not keep non-recidivists) with COMPAS screen dates post 4/1/14, all people with COMPAS screen dates post 4/1/2014 in the two year recidivism dataset are recidivists. As can be seen, therefore, the correct two-year recidivism rate for the two year data should be 0.36. But due to the post 4/1/2014 recidivists that ProPublica incorrectly kept, this artificially inflates the two-year recidivism rate to 0.45. So there is a difference of 0.09, and thus, the two-year recidivism rate calculated by ProPublica is 25 percent higher than the true rate.
One can further examine how this artificial inflation of the recidivism rate holds for people across the COMPAS score decile distribution. I do so in the next Figure. (I show the confidence interval only for the corrected 2-year data, since this dataset and the ProPublica 2-year dataset are not independent datasets)
ProPublica 2 Another way of seeing ProPublica's data processing mistake when creating the two-year recidivism datasets is by doing a survival analysis. In the Appendix I do such an analysis, and it confirms the results presented here.
Confusion Matrix / Truth Tables
Here I explore how the data processing mistake impacts other results. In particular, I look at the effect on the results from the contingency table analysis performed by ProPublica. For this analysis, ProPublica turned the COMPAS score categories of Low, Medium, and High, into a binary classifier, grouping Medium and High scores into an overall High score category. I do the same here, and report the results obtained 2017).
by ProPublica with their two year recidivism dataset, and the analogous set of results obtained using the corrected two-year recidivism dataset. Above I have replicated some of the results obtained by ProPublica. 23 I also report the analogous results using the corrected sample cutoff two-year recidivism dataset. In addition to the prevalence of recidivism, we see that the biased two-year dataset used by ProPublica also affects the positive predictive value (PPV) (which is often referred to as "precision"), and the negative predictive value. 2425 In the corrected data, with the lower prevalence of recidivism, not surprisingly, we see in the Table above that the PPV is lower and the NPV is higher. Northpointe focuses on the complements to PPV and NPV (i.e. 1 minus these) (see Dieterich et al., 2016) . If we focus on these instead, we see that with the biased ProPublica two-year dataset 0.39 of people were labeled high risk but did not reoffend, whereas with the corrected data 0.48 of people are labeled high risk but did not reoffend. And before 0.31 were labeled low risk but did re-offend, whereas now 0.24 do so. Again, given the lower prevalence of recidivism in the corrected data, it is not surprising that one type of error goes up and the other goes down.
On the other hand, the biased dataset has relatively little impact on several other key statistics, such as accuracy, the false positive rate (FPR), and the false negative rate (FNR).
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Next, following ProPublica's analysis, I repeat the confusion matrix analysis separately for African-Americans and Caucasians (who I label black and white, respectively, in the Tables below). This is the key analysis that garnered the most attention. With a higher false positive rate (FPV) and lower false negative rate (FNR) for blacks than whites. As mentioned, this is the key analysis by ProPublica that garnered the most attention. 27 Especially the higher false positive rate (FPV) and lower false negative rate (FNR) for blacks than whites. As expected from the combined race sample results earlier, these rates are almost identical with the corrected data. And 24 And the detection rate, as well as the no-information rate, are also different. 25 ProPublica highlights the 0.61 PPV for general recidivism (and a 0.20 PPV for violent recidivism) in its article .
26 Or one minus these rates, i.e. specificity and sensitivity. 27 Here again, note that accuracy (and the detection rate) is not reported by ProPublica. The lack of reporting for accuracy, especially in these by race results, is one of Northpointe's main critiques of ProPublica's analysis, since the accuracy is similar for blacks and whites (Dieterich et al., 2016) . 28 Although the utility of focusing on the differences in the FPR and FNR across race groups has been called into question (see for example Corbett-Davies and Goel, 2018) . Northpointe also argues that the PPV and NPV are more relevant, see (Dieterich et al., 2016) . However, just like we saw with the combined race sample, we see substantial differences in other statistics. In particular, regarding prevalence, PPV, NPV, and the detection rate.
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Statistical Significance Tests
Going back to the combined sample results, to test whether the differences are statistically significant, I use one-sample tests. For example, for prevalence, I compare the prevalence obtained with ProPublica's two-year dataset 0.45 with the prevalence obtained with the corrected two-year dataset 0.36, and vice-versa. I use one-sample tests, since these two dataset and the statistics calculated from them are not independent samples. I do two types of test, a t-test, and a chi-squared test, which is more appropriate for comparing proportions or rates. Table that the difference in the mean, or the prevalence of recidivism, which is 0.09, is highly 29 Although PPV and NPV are pretty similar across race groups within the corrected data (as well as within the ProPublica biased data), which Northpointe argues is more useful than comparing the FPR and FNR across race groups, see Dieterich et al. (2016) .
30
30 I report results for two-sided tests, although one could in principle do one-sided tests here. Those would be even more statistically significant. statistically significant (p-values are smaller than 0.005 and hence rounded to 0 on the Table, which only shows up to three decimal points).
Conclusion
While ProPublica's COMPAS score and recidivism data is used in an ever-increasing number of studies to test various definitions and methodologies of algorithmic fairness, researchers have taken the data as is to test their methodologies, but do not appear to have examined closely the data itself for data processing issues. This paper, instead of testing a novel fairness definition or procedure, takes a closer look at the actual datasets put together by ProPublica. Doing so, I find that ProPublica made an important data processing mistake creating some of the key datasets most often used by other researchers. In particular, the datasets built to study the likelihood of recidivism within two years of the original offense and COMPAS screening date. To my knowledge, this is the first paper to highlight this key data processing mistake.
As I show in this paper, ProPublica made a mistake implementing the two-year sample cutoff rule for recidivists. As a result, the bias in the two-year dataset is clear, there are a disproportionate number of recidivists. This fundamental problem in the dataset construction affects some statistics more than others. It obviously has a substantial impact on the total number of recidivists, and hence, the relative share or rate of recidivism. In particular, it artificially inflates the prevalence of recidivism, raising the two year recidivism rate from 0.36 to 0.45, or by 25 percent. ProPublica's data processing mistake also affects the positive predictive value (PPV) or precision, and the negative predictive value (NPV). On the other hand, it has relatively little impact on several other key statistics, such as accuracy, the false positive rate (FPR), and the false negative rate (FNR). While the latter statistics, especially the differentials in the FPR and the FNR by race, have garnered the most attention in the academic research and public debate, the utility of focusing on those particular metrics has been called into question, see Corbett-Davies and Goel (2018) . 31 Ultimately, the practical importance of this data processing mistake may be somewhat limited. I am not suggesting that Northpointe itself made a mistake in actually developing the COMPAS score. (While the data used for that, and the actual model, are proprietary and not publicly available; it is unlikely that a similar mistake was made when developing such scores, or other recidivism risk scores by other companies) 32 Although domain expertise does not always translate into correctly processed data. For example, Northpointe's critique of ProPublica's analysis, using ProPublica's datasets, fails to identify ProPublica's data processing mistake, and thus, produces some biased results (Dieterich et al., 2016) . Or the rejoinder to ProPublica by two criminal justice academics and a judicial system administrative officer (Flores et al., 2016) , who also do not identify the mistake in ProPublica's data and hence produce Figures where the two-year recidivism rate is biased upward. In any event, it is clear that when possible, research and public debate should be based on correctly processed data. I am currently working on a GitHub repository to make public the corrected data, although the data correction is straightforward and can be implemented by others independently. 
dataset.
34 There is some overlap between the 7,214 people mentioned previously and these 719 people. So the net additional drop in this step is actually 670 people. I also drop these 670 people in the construction of the corrected two year recidivism dataset, so as to make it more comparable to ProPublica's two year recidivism dataset (again, but for the explicit correction I implement).
Thus we end up with 10,331 people total in the 'full' dataset. 
Survival Analysis
Another way of seeing ProPublica's data processing mistake when making the two year recidivism datasets is by doing a survival analysis. In the Figures below I graph the Kaplan-Meier survival curves for the full data, the ProPublica two-year data, and the corrected two year data. I use the overall recidivism variable "is_recid", not the "two_year_recid" variable, here, so we can see the full curve, even past two years.
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34 Interestingly, ProPublica dropped these people from the main two year general recidivism dataset. But it generally did not drop them from the two year violent recidivism dataset. While it did drop them from the more reduced 4743 two year violent csv file, it did not drop them in the 6454 two year violent data it used for the violent recidivism truth tables.
35 This is also the same number of people as in ProPublica's Cox general recidivism dataset. 36 As we see in the Recidivism Rates Section above, in the two year datasets there are 220 more people with is_recid=1 than two_year_recid=1. These are people who recidivated, but did so after more than two years after the original COMPAS date (but before the end date of ProPublica criminal history data window at the end of March 2016). These 220 people represent a 0.06 share of the 3471 people who recidivate in total. As we see from these graphs, at the two-year mark a 0.34 share of the people have recidivated in the full data. However, in ProPublica's two-year data, at the two-year mark a much higher fraction of people recidivate, 0.46. (This rate is almost identical to the rate estimated in the Recidivism Rates Section above, 0.45). In the corrected two-year data, at the two year mark, a 0.37 share of the people have recidivated, which is very close to the full data estimate of 0.34. (And is also almost identical to the rate estimated in the Recidivism Rates Section above, 0.36).
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Correcting Recidivism Figures in Other Papers
Here I replicate some Figures in prior papers that have used ProPublica's COMPAS two-year datasets, and which therefore display two-year recidivism rates that are biased upward. While the relative patterns they show (e.g. across race or sex) remain qualitatively the same, the levels are off. COMPAS decile score Two−year recidivism rate The analysis by DistrictDataLabs, which I replicate on the left panel, can be found at https://www. districtdatalabs.com/fairness-and-bias-in-algorithms. I added a vertical dashed line in my paper. This line is where the two curves cross. That is the score at which there begin to be more recidivists than non-recidivists. This occurs at a (decile) average score slightly above 5 (around 5.34) in the ProPublica two year dataset. But it occurs at a substantially higher (decile) average score of almost 7 (around 6.9) in the corrected two-year dataset. This is because there are fewer recidivists in the corrected data. 
Assumptions Regarding Data and Analysis
My paper's key objective has been to point out the fundamental data processing error made by ProPublica in the construction of the original two-year recidivism datasets. As such, I do not engage in a wholesale revision of the ProPublica data and analysis. Therefore, I mostly take as given many aspects of the data and analysis, and make many of the same assumptions made by ProPublica and other researchers. (While I may revisit some of these assumptions in future work, that is not the purpose of the current paper) Therefore, I am otherwise assuming the data is generally in good shape, and that the analytic approach is valid. However, here I list some exceptions to this assumption regarding the good quality of the data. As well as the key assumptions made in the analysis.
Data Assumptions
• As with many data collection efforts that must obtain different features on a given sample from different data sources, and then match these, the matching is not perfect, and ProPublica acknowledges this:
"We found that sometimes people's names or dates of birth were incorrectly entered in some recordswhich led to incorrect matches between an individual's COMPAS score and his or her criminal records. We attempted to determine how many records were affected. In a random sample of 400 cases, we found an error rate of 3.75 percent (CI: +/-1.8 percent)." I have not explored this issue in my analysis.
• Related to this, there are some people in their data who have multiple COMPAS screen dates. In results not shown, I find there appear to be 688 people in the 11,757 dataset with multiple COMPAS screen dates. ProPublica appears to have selected a single COMPAS screen date for such people. I have not explored how they did this. But since it is a relatively small number of people, it should not affect the main findings in my paper.
• There are also some people who ProPublica finds do not have good data. In particular, ProPublica says it could not find some key case and/or arrest information for these people. They total 719 out of the 11,757 in their full dataset, or 0.06. I also drop these people.
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• A very small number of people appear to have implausible negative time spells outside prison. In calculations not shown here, I find that in the 11,757 full dataset, only 63 people have such negative time spells. ProPublica adds these negative amounts when calculating the total time outside of prison for a given person. I do the same.
• Some people have a "current" offense date that occurs a long time prior to the COMPAS screen date. However, the jail_in date for these people is close to the COMPAS screen date, so such people could plausibly have committed the offense a long time ago and only been caught/charged recently. So they do not necessarily represent a data problem.
• • As noted in the main text section with the COMPAS screen date Figures, there are two months with very few people with COMPAS screen dates (June and July 2013). 40 It is not clear why there is such a drop in COMPAS cases during these two months. To the the extent this is a problem, it appears to be a problem with the original dataset that ProPublica received from Broward County, since it is also evident in the "raw scores" dataset. So it does not appear to be a data processing issue by ProPublica. Thus, is not clear what can be done about this. I did check whether the relatively few people with COMPAS screen dates during those two months looked different in various dimensions, but they did not. (Except they did have somewhat longer time in between arrest date and COMPAS screen date, with a mean of 3.3 days, compared to 0.6 days for the rest of the data)
• As I discuss in an earlier section in this Appendix, for some reason ProPublica dropped the people with the last 756 person IDs in their pretrial defendants sample. It is not clear why it dropped these people. However, I also drop them for comparability to their analysis.
• As other researchers note, some people in this dataset have low COMPAS scores and yet, surprisingly, have many prior offenses . These researchers also note that on the flip-side, some people have high COMPAS scores, but no priors, and their current offense is not violent. (For this group, the researchers hypothesize that maybe ProPublica's data is missing some criminal history information)
• Finally, the age variable that ProPublica constructed is not quite accurate. ProPublica calculated age as the difference in years between the point in time when it collected the data, in early April 2016, and the person's date of birth. However, when studying recidivism, one should really use the age of the person at the time of the COMPAS screen date that starts the two year time window. So some people 39 As discussed in an earlier section in this Appendix, ProPublica tagged these as "is_recid = -1" in their full dataset. Interestingly, ProPublica dropped these people from the main two year general recidivism dataset. But it generally did not drop them from the two year violent recidivism dataset. While it did drop them from the more reduced 4743 two year violent csv file, it did not drop them in the 6454 two year violent data it used for the violent recidivism truth tables. 40 Also noticeable is the higher number of COMPAS screen dates in the first half of 2013.
may be up to 25 months younger than the age variable that ProPublica created. Since I do not really use age in any of my analyses, I do not take the trouble of correcting this variable.
Analysis Assumptions
• Since this analysis is for people in Broward County and for a particular point in time, it may not generalize to other jurisdictions and time windows.
• I am assuming that it is valid to study the use of the COMPAS recidivism score for pretrial defendants.
As Flores et al. (2016) point out, the recidivism score may actually be intended to be applied more to current prison inmates for probation decisions. (Indeed, the ProPublica data has a third score, regarding the risk of failure to appear in court, which may be intended for pretrial decisions)
• The observed recidivism rate is really a re-arrest rate. It may not reflect the true recidivism rate in the sense that some people may commit new offenses but not get caught. (Clearly, therefore, the amount and aggressiveness of policing may affect the observed recidivism rate)
• I am not exploring any feedback loop effects. As Cowgill points out, judges sometimes use COMPAS scores in their bail decisions "and longer bailtime exerts a causal influence on defendants' outcomes, including recidivism" (Cowgill, 2018) .
• I am assuming that netting out prison (and jail) time, as ProPublica does, to focus on people who have at least two years out of prison, is appropriate. Of course, one could potentially keep such people in the sample, since one can also recidivate while in prison.
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• I focus on the study of the binary two-year recidivism outcome. With survival data, however, it is often preferable to apply survival models. Although, in the survival analysis appendix above, I show that at the two-year mark, the two approaches are almost identical (at least without controls). A survival analysis, nonetheless, gives a fuller picture of recidivism, since it is not constrained to a single point in time.
• Foregoing the fuller picture provided by a survival analysis approach, and doing an analysis of recidivism at a particular point in time instead, I am assuming that the two-year recidivism metric is the appropriate recidivism metric for this approach. (As opposed to, say, one-year recidivism, or three-year recidivism, etc.) ProPublica explains why it chose this time-frame. For example, saying it:
"based this decision on Northpointe's practitioners guide, which says that its recidivism score is meant to predict 'a new misdemeanor or felony offense within two years of the COMPAS administration date.' "
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• I am assuming for the contingency table analyses that using a binary score category (Low vs. High) is adequate. As opposed to a more detailed breakdown, such as Low, Medium, High, or deciles, or the continuous raw score. And that the breakpoint used, which groups deciles 1-4 and 5-10 into the two categories is appropriate.
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41 Indeed, it seems that for the "current" offense that triggers the COMPAS screening, it appears that some defendants committed this offense while in prison.
42 ProPublica also points to "a recent study of 25,000 federal prisoners' recidivism rates by the U.S. Sentencing Commission, which shows that most recidivists commit a new crime within the first two years after release (if they are going to commit a crime at all)."
43 Note that the binary score breakdown, for example, represents only one point (threshold) on a ROC curve.
